


Our Vision…
We are working hard to become known as the leading HR & OD Consultancy within Oxfordshire that provides
professional and progressive ‘best practice’ solutions, with every client engagement. Our passion for demonstrating
return on investment for Not for Profit (NfP’s) and Small Medium Enterprises (SME’s) ignites our energy to achieve
sustainable and measurable outcomes and give back to the community as a result of our great work.

How can we help You?

We genuinely want the best for our clients and we recognise that
one size does not fit all. Our unique, agile and flexible service
typifies how our values and personalised approach enables us to put
in place a solution that works best for You.

Rather than simply take away HR responsibilities from your business entirely we can help you, your business and
indeed your managers and staff, to develop, grow and perform at their best on all things people-related, seamlessly
dealing with the difficult matters and empowering leadership and growth at every opportunity.

We can be your all encompassing ‘Retained’ HR provider, or work alongside your existing HR resource on discrete
pieces of work on an ad-hoc basis, instilling compliance, best practice and a refreshingly vibrant approach that will be
of great value to you and address your HR needs. It really is about what works best for You.

We have a reputation for demonstrating our passion in delivering the best possible client HR solutions, we recognise
how vital it is for you to know and be assured that the ‘people’ challenges within your business are taken care of for
You.

We exist to be of purpose for our clients and not just for profit. Our team of knowledgeable and highly experienced
individuals’ provides our clients with a full range of solutions that enables your business to flourish and grow and
ensure you have a positive workplace where your employees can perform at their best for You.

Be the best You can be
You HR are a vibrant Human Resources (HR) &
Organisational Development (OD) Consultancy which
believes that when it comes to business “it’s all about
the people”. We specialise in supporting Not for
Profit and Small and Medium Enterprise
organisations. By focusing on the people within your
business, You HR can help your organisation reach its
full potential.

The Consultancy for You!

Maybe you feel that you do not need HR 
support, or that you can take care of matters 
yourself?

Maybe you already have HR within your 
organisation?

After all if you have managed this far, why would 
you need support now? 

But ask yourself, to what extent are you satisfied 
that your current way of working is enabling you 
and your business to perform at its best ? 

That it is not unnecessarily consuming your time 
or being a burden that weighs you down?



Our client values are that we listen to our clients, demonstrate we
understand through producing a clear scope of work, we take action and

achieve successful results.

Our Tree of People Growth

You HR Behaviours

Focus professionally and 

flexibly on what needs to 

be achieved

Demonstrate passion and 

ownership to deliver the 

best possible service 

experience

Work as a driven, honest, 

supportive, committed

and motivated team

Share our belief that 

‘it’s all about the people’.



What would you 
do if your 
employee 

brought their dog 
into work?



You can lean on us for everything you would expect of an HR Department and more…

Whether you join us as a ‘retained’ HR client or simply access our services as and when you
need support for set pieces of work, we can provide advice and guidance on a complete
spectrum of HR solutions.

• Retained HR

• Managing Your People 
Policies & Process

• People Planning for the 
Future

• Effective Conflict Resolution

Transactional HR

We can work alongside you in planning your future
resource requirements, delivering refreshingly innovative
recruitment solutions through to planning your future
workforce needs.

We can deal with the difficult and complex people matters
(performance, absence and attendance management,
resolving disputes, mediation, managing investigations,
grievances, disciplinaries, whistle blowing) – we are proud
of our unblemished track record of effectively managing
cases to a successful outcome and amicable end result.

Whether providing you with templates and guidance
documents (offer letters, contracts of employment,
handbooks, policies, structuring the set-up and
maintenance of your personnel files to ensure compliance,
and much more), we will make sure you recruit the right
people in the right roles and set you on the right path with
your employees.

Seek advice from HR or have 
robust policies and procedures to 

manage the situation



Who would your 
employees say your 
management style 

is most like?
a) David Brent

b) Michelle Obama

c) The Hulk

d) Richard Branson



We can enable you to 
flourish and grow to be the 

leader you want to be

People & Organisational Development

• Training Workshops & 
Facilitation

• Leadership Development 
Programmes

• You HR Academy

• Coaching & Mentoring

We are a Certified Centre of the Institute of
Leadership and Management (ILM) offering a level
5 or 7 Leadership and Management certificated
programme.

Our bespoke e-learning courses can help you to
develop a modern induction programme for your
new starters, provide you with statutory training
modules and much more…

Our highly experienced coaches and mentors
always deliver on bringing the very best out of
those we have the pleasure of working with.

Whatever your people or organisational
development need we can assist you from
designing and implementing strategies, through to
creating and facilitating a wide range of tailored
workshops and programmes.

The people within your business are your most valuable asset. Let us help you to grow your
leadership, motivation and management skills.

We can use a multitude of learning interventions to engage, enhance and enliven you and your
resources. From onboarding through to board development, we can create bespoke learning
solutions that are efficient and effective, delivered face to face, or housed securely in your own
private learning zone space on our Academy.



Are you a leopard 
that can’t change 

your spots?



Leading and implementing 
change requires people skills

Organisational Change

going through, we can help ensure your change
experience is 100% successful. If change is not handled
with expertise, it may have a detrimental effect on your
business and on your people, creating unnecessary
challenge and difficulties that will take a long time to
repair and overcome.

We can work alongside you to identify the rationale for
change and assist in presenting this to those affected,
ensuring trust and an open, transparent and meaningful
approach to consultation is delivered. We are experts in
aligning the change to be achieved and mapping out
how best to reach your end goal successfully, engaging
and involving those that will make the change happen.

We can coach/mentor your managers as they lead and
manage change/transformation and overcome
resistance to change, removing uncertainty and the
‘fear’ of change, realising your desired benefits,
creating a positive outcome for you.

• People Projects

• People Change & Consultation

• Evolving You

• Outplacement Support Programmes

Change is progression, but it is not always viewed this way. More often change fails when
there is an underestimation in the amount of effort required to make successful change
sustainable.

You may be introducing a new system, merging with another organisation, need help with TUPE
(Transfer of Undertakings Protection of Employment), need to transform in size or structure, or even
take the opportunity to turnaround your organisation’s performance. Whatever your business is



What is the 
wellbeing culture 

like in your 
workplace?

a) Google

b) Uber

c) John Lewis

d) NHS 



Being ‘Well’ in work enables you 
to be well with the world!

Workplace Wellbeing

As employers, it is essential to be mindful of the wellbeing of
our employees and to ensure we create a safe and healthy
workplace. Employees who have good emotional, physical and
mental health statistically demonstrate increased levels of
productivity, performance, morale, retention and low levels of
absence.

Workplace Wellbeing is vital and whether gauging the level of
staff engagement or satisfaction through our bespoke staff
surveys, providing a confidential space for your employees on
our secure online Academy, offering support and counselling,
or introducing greater flexibility, ‘healthy’ initiatives to improve
wellbeing and reduce sickness absence - we offer fresh, vibrant
and engaging sustainable solutions built from what your staff
want and need.

Our methods of nurturing, valuing and rewarding employees,
centre around identifying what supports the wellness of staff,
what would be of benefit to them as well as improving your
organisational performance.

• Engaging & Involving Your People

• Workplace Wellness Strategies

• Promoting a Positive Workplace 
Presence

• Employee Assistance Programmes

There is a growing awareness that employees who have a higher level of emotional and physical
health are more likely to be committed to their jobs because they feel supported and appreciated
by their employers.

In today’s fast-paced world, there is a constant pressure of immediacy and increasing demands from
all aspects of life, both professionally and personally. Information bombards us like never before and
it can be hard to find time to switch off and look after ourselves and our wellbeing.



The consultancy was set up in 2010 by Jonna Mundy, Human Resources (HR) and
Organisational Development (OD) expert, to demonstrate the value of a more
“people” focused approach to business. She is a Fellow member of the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development (FCIPD) with over 20 years’ experience in
HR and OD across both public and private sectors.

Jonna is a firm believer in shaping the future and is passionate about motivating
businesses and individuals to realise their full potential; “It’s all about the people”,
harbouring a strong belief in giving back to the local community, a fundamental
principle when engaging with clients.

Meet the Team

Highly organised and motivated, Gemma has spent nearly 12 years supporting the partners
in a Law firm, Gemma is exceptionally astute when dealing with complex HR matters. She is
responsible for the management of our office and ensures that the Consultancy operates
effectively; from onboarding our resources, through to ensuring our values are embedded
in all we do for our clients, Gemma is the linchpin in everything we do.

Nichola has extensive experience in transactional workforce management, both in the public
and private sectors; from Marks & Spencer, the Barbican Centre, through to Local Authorities
and the NHS. Nichola is an experienced HR consultant as well as being qualified in
Psychotherapeutic Counselling, she also takes a lead in creating client solutions for our
Employee Assistance Programmes – part of our ‘Workplace Wellbeing’ offering.

Gemma, Consultancy Practice Manager

Nichola, HR Adviser & Counsellor

We offer an exciting blend of skills, knowledge, accreditations and experience which seamlessly blend
together to support our Not for Profit and Small Medium Enterprise clients.

Kairan, HR Operational Manager 

Nineteen years at one of the UK’s best loved high street retailers, Kairan gained a wealth of
people experience in their HR operations department. A career-focused and active member
of the CIPD, Kairan manages many of our retained SME clients and sees the possibilities in
everything. With her highly organised approach and breadth of experience she will ensure
that your business is in great shape.

Holly, Graduate HR Adviser

Holly is our prodigy! Having spent the first 2 years of her career working in HR in the NHS, she
can handle a challenge across the board as an HR generalist. She brings a fresh approach to
the team and a whole host of skills and experience. Holly is developing her HR knowledge,
supporting clients with their transactional HR needs either on a retained or project basis.
Holly is leading the way in designing and developing the functionality of You HR Academy, her
HR innovative and creative flare make her undoubtedly the best person for the job.

Kyle, Consultancy Practice Administrator

Kyle is our tech whiz! He’s studying for a Masters in maths and physics at Manchester
University. Kyle and technology go hand in hand, he’s injecting our social media with a big
boost of vibrancy. Kyle demonstrates our passion to be for purpose. As a valued member of
the team, Kyle is playing a crucial role in supporting our systems compliance for GDPR,
developing the capability of our website and more!

Matt, Office Administrator

Matt is our comical shining star! He started his journey with You HR through a Style Acre work
experience placement. Matt has flourished in the opportunity and has progressed to be a
fully-fledged member of our team. Matt’s humour brightens up the office, his ability to deal
with mass volumes of activity with speed are incredible. Matt is an absolute asset to our team
and continues to build his capability and learn, taking on new challenges. And practising the
consultancy’s values where he listens, understands, actions and achieves.

Jonna Mundy, CEO



Our consultants offer extensive, successful backgrounds in both the public and private sectors. Through
continuing professional development and maintaining memberships to professional bodies, they ensure that
their knowledge, experience and skills are maintained, and remain best in class.

Our extended team boast a blend of consultancy experience across various sectors and business levels. They
have strong personal & professional credibility and are capable of offering support to any organisation from
Board level, Executive/Senior Leadership through to Key Top Management Talent.

It is fundamental that our consultants have previously held leadership positions, enabling them to draw from
their own personal experience.

Our Extended Team

MAGGIE CATH

Our Coaches & Mentors 

DEBBIE FIONA

IAN

STEPH 

RUPERT 

MARIAN 

JOHN HELEN 

Our OD & HR Consultants 

Our HR Consultants 



You HR Academy 

on-line Academy, which includes template documents, flowcharts and a search function so that
they can find, view, download and customise key HR documents for use in their organisation. The
Academy is structured around core areas of employment and neatly sets out the documents for
clients in an easy to use format.

All retained HR service clients gain access to the Academy at different levels, depending upon the
level of retained service they buy: ‘Essential’ provides them with all of their key HR needs, ‘Elite’ is
for our clients who want to advance their HR journey as a model employer and ‘Excellence’ is for
those clients that are targeting external accreditation and excellence i.e. Investors in People / ISO
Standards.

Our mission, is to help Not for Profit and Small
and Medium Enterprise clients make the most
of their people and their skills. Those clients who have our retained HR services gain access to our



Our e-Learning products offer:

Academy Courses:
We can create bespoke modules covering a multitude of
topics to help our clients, ranging from: how to handle
difficult conversations and covering statutory
requirements such as health and safety, through to
modules on specific and complex topics such as
PREVENT and Information Governance.

We can build a client programme of modules with an
assessment and certification to demonstrate
compliance and support Continued Professional
Development (CPD). Our creative and engaging style in
building Induction Programmes provides new starters
with an informative and interesting introduction, that is
cost effective whilst covering essentials needs.

We are strong believers in the power of learning and
development, and our e-modules bring training to life.
Our passion lies in helping people to develop, grow and
reach their full potential.

ILM Certification:
You HR is a ‘recognised provider’ of courses with
the ILM. We offer an interactive e-learning
experience to obtain a Level 5 or Level 7
Certificate in Leadership and Management. These
programmes are an ideal opportunity for clients
and individuals to invest in their organisations and
themselves, providing the time and materials to
extend knowledge, develop skills and reflect upon
their current and future practice. Both of these
programmes contain tutor and coaching support.
All ILM qualifications are awarded by The City and
Guilds of London Institute, a credible and
internationally known organisation.

Secure Client Access:
Each client has their own secure ‘branded’ space on our
Academy and assigned ‘user’ level access for managers and
staff.

Our e-Learning section of the Academy provides an array of
reports for you to capture a ‘live’ snapshot of learner
progress, and learners can track their progress through
their own dashboard.

Our team and online user guides enable our clients to
experience an easy to use system that is PC and mobile
device friendly.

Level 5 supports and develops project managers and middle managers and is for those who want to develop their 
technical knowledge, strategic insight and practical expertise.  Level 7 is for senior managers and leaders and is 
ideal for those looking to develop their strategic skills and enhance their personal brand.

Our online materials include: resources with relevant contemporary examples, reflective learning activities 
directly relevant to the workplace and well-structured assignments to embed learning.



The People we work with

“All our employment contracts are now up to date;
the handbook is being used properly; the appraisals
are in place and, most importantly, the staff feel
more included in the decision-making.”

Nigel Allen, 
Managing Director

carbon colour

“You HR Consultancy have consistently finessed tailor 
made solutions for us – provided by very capable and 

charming individuals – when we have approached them 
for help with our investigations and coaching 

requirements – a great company to do business with.”

Tom Sanford, 
Director of Nursing (England)
RCN

“Being a family business, we hadn’t always done everything
in the correct procedure, so we thought it was about time
that we got a bit more structure into the business. Getting an
HR organisation on board to help us take the burden of the
HR function was critical. We’re making some key changes in
our business and central to this is the role being played by
You HR who are brilliant methodical, professional and great
fun to deal with, it’s one of the best partnerships we’ve
formed!”

Richard Rosser,
Chief Executive 
In oxford Group 

“The most engaging and dynamic Human Resources team
you will have the pleasure of working with. The CCG has
been utilising the human resources and organisational
development support of You HR Consultancy since April
2012. During that time they have provided a
comprehensive general and specialist HR service to the
organisation. Jonna Mundy and her associates in You HR
Consultancy have been ever present in helping the
Governing Body, Executive, managers and wider staff to
successfully transform and commission healthcare.”

Dominic Wright,
Chief Executive 
Clinical 
Commissioning Group



The People we work with

Memberships:                                                                Accreditations:

Reg. No. 
ZA042439

“We asked Jonna and her team to help us with a difficult 
staffing issue. They were professional and 
compassionate in their approach leading to a great 
resolution to the issue. I can’t recommend them 
enough.”

Dr. Orhan Ertughrul
Executive Vice President Europe

G-SMATT

“The feedback from staff to the ILM programme that was
commissioned has been exceptional and reflects on the
skills that both Jonna as the lead Director and her team
have. I cannot praise enough the work and overall
contribution that Jonna and her team from You HR
Consultancy gave and the progress they have made to the
organisation.”

Laurie Carpenter, 
Managing Director 

Coronet Bingo

“Great work from the team, responsive, listened and
understood what we were looking for with a complex
role to design and recruit to, completely flexible in
their approach with great results.“

Richard Robinson
Chief Executive
Help Musicians

“You HR was very helpful in providing HR expertise
to the CSP to advise and guide a sensitive
investigation I was conducting. The approach taken
was informed and pragmatic and the scenario was
resolved completely to my satisfaction.”

Karen Middleton,
Chief Executive
The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy



Phillipa Stannard, Head of Fundraising & Marketing
Style Acre

“Matt joined You HR in September 2017 on a work placement. It fitted the bill
perfectly, as Matt is a bright young man in need of a challenge! He is now
working part-time for You HR and learning lots of new skills. We are very
grateful to Jonna and the team for giving Matt what is probably a life-changing
opportunity. He now feels confident in the world of work and is respected for
his considerable IT skills. You HR have funded Style Acre’s membership to The
Oxfordshire Project, a successful and supportive networking organisation in the
county. This enables us to make important contacts with the business
community”

Our ongoing mission is to support organisations who
share our passion and belief that community growth can
be achieved through progressing people solutions in the
workplace. Our service line tree of people growth sets
out how our products provide a solution to every staffing
situation that employers need to handle. But our passion
for the growth in business and community doesn’t stop
there, our business model is designed to ‘give back’ as
we grow… take a look below at some of the community
work we do:

Our Charity Partner 

The clue is in the name, their community focus is something very close to our hearts at You HR Consultancy.
“Our shared belief of being ‘all about the people’ ignites the support we get from the team at You HR. They are 
amazing and supportive in achieving our aim to give communities a voice and create positive change in the lives of 
individuals and communities through music and media”. 

Simon Hill, UK Director and Co-Founder
Community Albums 

Community is where our heart is…
It is also where fun can be had! 

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.venturefestoxford.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/CollerIP.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.venturefestoxford.com/venturefest-2016-archive/exhibition/&docid=4pDlmt9qSgqTaM&tbnid=sKmp6pUxzlhDKM:&vet=10ahUKEwjljPvPkuHTAhXJDMAKHWiYBWwQMwglKAAwAA..i&w=300&h=196&hl=en-GB&bih=397&biw=887&q=Coller IP&ved=0ahUKEwjljPvPkuHTAhXJDMAKHWiYBWwQMwglKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


Who: Cordell Health
What: Occupational Health leaders in wellbeing
Why: We partner with Cordell health because they share our
‘people’ beliefs and recognise the value of good practice HR. They
provide high quality, evidence based, consultancy and
occupational health services to support businesses in becoming
highly productive through effective management of the health and
wellbeing of their employees. We work with Cordell by adopting
models which encourage workplace wellbeing, employee
engagement, and include the provision of a supportive, healthy
workplace, enabling businesses to make a significant improvement
in employee retention and business performance.

Our Partners

Who: Hempsons
What: Employment Law experts 
Why: We have a long standing relationship with Hempsons with a
tried and tested understanding of having clarity between the role of
HR and where employment law expertise applies. Hempsons
provide the most efficient service that enables our clients to receive
the right advice from the right person, at the right time. They
quickly get to grips with the key issues we raise with them to be
addressed and work with us and our clients to deliver the right
solution, as part of our retained HR Service or where we are
commissioned to undertake Investigations in the workplace.

Who: Colmer Winchester
What: Accounts with Financial Health at Heart
Why: Even though Colmer Winchester are a new firm of Chartered
Certified Accountants in the south of Oxfordshire, the two directors, Andy
and Phil, have over 25 years of experience between them in accountancy
practice. We partner together in helping new businesses get established as
part of a bespoke HR And Finance ‘start-up programme’, or assist our NfP
and SME’s in assured, technologically based and proactive financial
accountancy advice

Who: The Work Play Ground
What: Exist to nurture and grow purposeful leaders and teams
Why: Working with courageous clients who what to transform, and
create sustainable impact. Supporting a values-based performance
management framework for leaders to be sponsors, coaches,
motivators and change agents. Their vision resonates with our passion
for people and community, their fun and creative way of being brings
vitality and growth to any workplace, ultimately building a sustainable
impact… we all need to ‘whistle while we work’ for time to time!

Who: breatheHR
What: One stop shop HR employee system 
Why: We partner with breatheHR (a cloud based Human Resource 
Management Information System) that provides a powerful solution for everyday 
HR processes and strategic planning. After all “it’s all about the people” and 
breatheHR put people at the centre of your business. The system lets you 
manage employee data, payroll, expenses, benefits, recruitment, on-boarding, 
training, absence, workloads, performance and more. You HR can help you to 
implement the system and what’s more… there’s no charge for our Charity 
clients… it’s free!

Who: Dearden HR
What: Our big apple all things HR partner
Why: As part of being a ‘preferred provider’ on the Crown
Commercial Service Management Consultancy Framework, we
partner with Dearden’s on joint tender ventures, providing cost
effective solutions for public sector organisations to access.



Elite
Essential Service PLUS:

Price per head per month

Full Personnel File Audit, 
review meeting and 
recommendations

Guidance on templates, 
process implementation

1 hour per head per month

(advice on email/phone) *

Coaching: 6 x 1 hour sessions 
for 1 manager

*** 5% discount across all 
additional products and 

services

Excellence
Essential, Elite Service PLUS:

Price per head per month

Employee Communications, 
Stakeholder Engagement and 

Involvement to You HR Services

Strategic HR support and 
Committee / Board 

representation

Allocated (FTE) of 2 hours per 
head per month

(onsite advice if required) *

Selection of x2 YHRC 

products**

Coaching: 6 x 1 hour sessions 
for 2 managers

*** 10% discount across all 
additional products and 

services

*  = Additional time can be purchased under our ‘Pay as You Go’ arrangements at a discounted rate

** = Free product selection will be discussed at point of scoping out retained service contract needs

*** = Retained clients receive a discount for any ‘Pay As You Go’ products that you choose to purchase

Retained HR Service for You

Essential

Price per head per month

Access to HR Templates & 
guides on best practice HR

Available via You HR Academy only

Before we commence our retained HR service offering, we
undertake an HR Health Check (Audit) for all clients. This
determines what immediate support needs to be provided to
ensure you are complying with legal and statutory
employment requirements. To complement the size and
circumstances of all clients, we will get to know your
organisation and your staff through our exclusive retained
contracts. We provide a progressive service offering to all
clients and access to our online You HR Academy.

Our services can be provided in 3 levels, but remember… we recognise that one size does not fit all, so 
whilst we have comprehensively set out what our services can do for you we can adapt and flex our 
service delivery to be meet your HR needs.

1. Essential – provides you with all your key HR needs

2. Elite –for clients that want to advance their HR journey as a model employer

3. Excellence – is for those clients that are striving for excellence and external accreditation (i.e. 
Investors In People / ISO standards)

Our starting 
point of 

support for 
micro clients

PLEASE NOTE:
In order to preserve long lasting quality
standards, we invest time in building
client relationships, ensuring we get to
know our clients, become an extended
part of the team, demonstrate our
value and maximise benefits for You
year on year.



Summary of Retained Service: Depending on the level of service purchased, the following 
provides a summary explanation of the services offered

Access to HR Templates & 
guides on best practice HR

All clients will receive access to our online Academy, that houses all our 
documents, guidelines, flowcharts and more.

Full HR Audit, review 
meeting and 
recommendations

We complete an HR Health check and audit your personnel files to identify any 
gaps or concerns against our framework for compliance (including statutory and 
mandatory employment requirements). From this we produce a prioritised 
annual plan of action for that we monitor and measure progress of throughout 
the retained contract.

Day to Day HR and OD 
Operational Advice and 
Guidance

We utilise our allotted amount of contractual time to deliver what we agree 
with you in our plan of action for work.

Our service is available during normal office hours and access to support is 
available at all HR levels (Administrative, Advisory, Management, Director). 

Depending on your level of service (Elite or Excellence) and your headcount,  
our advice can be virtual or face to face, and additional time to support your 
needs can be purchased.

Employee Communications 
& Engagement

We can support the engagement of employees to our services and set out how 
we can be contacted, with your agreement, what our areas of focus will be (we 
can contribute to your existing or create staff communication activities), 
explaining the standards of service provision and how these will be achieved 
and be of benefit for staff in the workplace.

Strategic HR at Committee 
/ Board level advice and 
guidance

We can assist with creating / progressing and implementing your HR and/or OD 
strategy and transformation plans.

We can also assist to develop internal HR capability and provide capacity for you 
having HR representation on committees  (such as Audit, Remuneration) and 
board meetings and supporting you with your board development.

Covering all aspects of HR 
and OD

Our HR services are endless, we can assist in delivering: Job Description Design, 
Evaluation and Benchmarking, Leading on Recruitment Campaigns and 
Selection, Performance and Pay Reviews, Systems Implementation, Absence 
Management, People Management and Leadership Development, Talent 
Management and Retention, Investigations (Disciplinary, Grievance, Whistle 
Blowing), Hearings, TUPE Transfers, Redundancy and Outplacement 
Management, Mediation, Consultations and Restructuring, Staff Surveys, 
Workplace Wellbeing Strategies and so much more…

Coaching and Mentoring
We offer a package of coaching for an individual to have a series of 6 coaching 
or mentoring sessions with one of our coaches and mentors.
You can select the profile that best aligns to your individual(s) needs.

Discount across all 
additional products and 
services

We can work through what products you would like to incorporate from our  
range of services and products, into your retained HR service. In the first year of 
engagement, we recommend that consideration is given to compliance and a 
staff survey (if one does not already exist), any recruitment campaigns

This discount applies to any YHRC products and services.



Pay as You Go Price Guide

Our hourly or daily service rates can cover the following:

ILM Accredited (Level 5 certificate) People Management Programme: Price per learner

ILM Accredited (Level 7 certificate) People Management Programme: Price per learner*

Bespoke People Management online Course: Price per learner

Bespoke People Management facilitated Course: Price per learner*

Bespoke online Induction Programme: Price per course**

People Management Statutory & Mandatory Training online Course: Price per learner

People Management Coaching x6 sessions: Price per individual

People Leadership Coaching x6 sessions: Price per individual

* pricing can be discounted if purchasing in packages of 10 programme spaces. Face to face facilitation will require no 
less than 6 delegate places to be booked at any one time.

** Induction programmes can contain as many modules and courses as you require and can be designed to be 
completely on brand for you

Our products and prices have been benchmarked against our
competitors, our services offer value for money and stand out from
the rest. We are results driven and provide refreshingly creative and
innovative solutions.

You can purchase all of our products (except for Retained HR) on our
Pay As You Go service, so we can design and deliver packages of work
tailored for You.

Similarly to our Retained Service, our Pay as You Go is set out in a
scoped plan of work, aligned to objectives that can be monitored to
measure the success that we achieve with you. With any of our
services, action speaks louder than words!

We offer practical and sustainable solutions that will 
work for You. 

We have 100% client retention that stems from our quality of work and the long lasting positive relationships
we build with our clients.

We take the drama out of a ‘crisis’ situation, demonstrating a methodical and disciplined approach, taking

pride to fulfil our mission of delivering a service of p u r p o s e tailored to our clients needs. We will
constructively challenge where we need to in order to ensure that best practice is applied and our work
generates an enduring business advantage for You.



Summary of Pay As You Go  Service: Depending on the level of service purchased, the following 
provides a summary explanation of the services offered

Our work is all about You as a client and ‘all about the people’ 

within your organisation. 

All service lines and products are centred around each employment intervention.
Explore our Tree of People Growth to see our You HR philosophy and how our products can help You.
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Managing Your People Policies 
& Process

Whether providing you with templates, assisting your recruitment, selection and 
assessment, creating/refreshing contracts of employment or structuring the set-up and 
maintenance of your personnel files, we will make sure you recruit the right people and set 
you off on the right path with your employees. 

You may want us to produce/review your staff handbook, providing meaningful workforce 
information/data to your Board, assist you with complex matters such as managing poor 
performance, absence, a grievance, a disciplinary. From paperwork to pensions, we’ve got it 
covered. 

People Planning for the Future

Effective Conflict Resolution
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Training Workshops & 
Facilitation

We support your overall plans which include your most vital asset…your people. 

We design People Management Programmes, around your existing processes, culture, and 
ways of working. We can strengthening management capacity, skills and ability. We develop 
skills to lead, motivate, train, inspire, and encourage. 

As part of our retained service, we coach your managers as they tackle difficult situations, 
providing templates and guidance for managers ensuring they are equipped for the future. 

Leadership Development 
Programmes

Coaching & Mentoring

You HR Academy

We can design bespoke learning solutions for you and house them securely on our online 
Academy – from induction through to statutory training and an ILM (Institute of Leadership 
and Management Development Programmes) ‘certificated’ People Management 
Programme:
• Level 5 – front-line to middle managers
• Level 7 – experienced up to Heads of Deputy Directors

The Programme will cover:
1. Culture, Ethics and Recruitment
2. Managing Performance
3. Change
4. Equality, Inclusion and Wellbeing
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People Projects Change is inevitable in all organisations and through our commitment to achieve sustainable 
change, we can work alongside you. We can identify the rationale for change and efficiency, 
and present to those ‘impacted’, ensuring an open, transparent and meaningful approach to 
consultation is delivered. 

We can coach/mentor your managers as they navigate transformational change and will 
ensure this is achieved. The benefits of the change are realised with a positive outcome for 
you,  your people and your organisation.

Our projects can include: implementing HR Systems (i.e. breathe HR), undertaking a pay 
review for you, achieving organisational accreditations (such as IIP and ISO) and much more.

People Change & Consultation

Evolving You

Outplacement Support 
Programmes
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Engaging & Involving Your 
People

We live in a fast paced world of interaction and information, with increasing demands from 
all aspects of life, both professional and personal. Expectations create pressure and coping 
strategies are tested daily. 

As a mindful employer, we all have a duty to our employees to ensure we do our utmost to 
create a workplace that enables wellbeing. It is vital to test the temperature of staff  
satisfaction, providing confidential support to staff or introducing ‘healthy’ initiatives to 
prevent sickness absence, we offer fresh, vibrant ideas to improve the health and wellbeing 
of staff.

This service line and its product is probably our most invaluable, with our support, clients will 
be able to create a holistic strategy that underpins other services lines and their products. 

Workplace Wellness Strategies

Promoting a Positive 
Workplace Presence

Employee Assistance 
Programmes



You HR Consultancy Limited
Fugro House
Hithercroft Road
Wallingford
OX10 9RB

01491 820 800
Alice@youhr.co.uk 
www.youhrconsultancy.co.uk
www.youhracademy.com

@You HR Consultancy Ltd

@youHRconsult

@youhrconsultancy

@youhrconsultancy


